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Letter from the Chair
The year 2005 was eventful for FARSHA in several respects. Pursuant to FARSHA’s contract
with WorkSafeBC (formerly known as the Workers’ Compensation Board of BC), FARSHA
commissioned an independent review of its activities covering the period 2000-2004. The
focus of the report was FARSHA’s reputation among its stakeholders, and the results were
very positive for FARSHA. The review concluded that “FARSHA has been successful in
providing necessary and appropriate services to the agriculture industries …”
For directors and staff associated with FARSHA during the period of the review, these words
were very satisfying. At the same time, the review pointed out how FARSHA could improve
its performance.
FARSHA had to shift the focus of its activities slightly in 2005, as agriculture was included
under the Occupational Health and Safety Regulation of WorkSafeBC. The changes in the
Regulation as they affected agriculture were not profound, but FARSHA made many changes
in the safety programs and teaching materials to reflect the new regulatory regime.
WorkSafeBC provided special funding to assist in these activities in 2004 and 2005.
On the operational level, most FARSHA activities increased in 2005 over 2004. While
FARSHA is not responsible for accidents in agriculture, it works to reduce accidents and
notes with satisfaction that most accident data showed a downward trend.
This report will be my last as Chair of the FARSHA Board of Directors. After serving for
thirteen years, I have tendered my resignation as Chair. During my service in this position, I
have been fortunate to have worked with exceptional individuals as directors, staff, and
safety coordinators. Without their contributions and commitment FARSHA would not have
survived, let alone received favorable evaluations. All staff and coordinators have left their
mark on FARSHA, but Bruce Johnson has been general manager since FARSHA first began to
function. His commitment to the organization and the cause of occupational health and
safety in agriculture has been exemplary. Sandeep Mangat has contributed to FARSHA in
many ways for almost 10 years. More recently, Carolyn Pearce has run the office efficiently
and kept our financial records accurately. Maria Calderoni joined FARSHA in 2005 and has
shown her enthusiasm and skill in her work.
At the time of this writing, my successor has not been chosen; I am confident that the
Directors will find an individual to bring new ideas and energy to the position of Chair. I
have found my work with FARSHA extremely rewarding. The continuing tragedies of
accidents in this dangerous industry unfortunately provide continuing motivation to us all.

Mark Thompson
Chair, Board of Directors
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Introduction
groups, and developing materials to meet the
new needs.

This Annual Report will review the activities
of the Farm and Ranch Safety and Health
Association (FARSHA) in 2005.

As well, all of FARSHA’s regular activities
continued, and some important new initiatives
were launched in 2005.

On January 1, 2005, new health and safety
regulations were applied to BC farm
workplaces. Through this year, FARSHA has
continued the work it began in 2004: raising
awareness about the new requirements,
explaining their meaning to individuals and

FARSHA’s Background
In 2005, eight Regional Safety Coordinators
carried out work throughout the province,
supported by a permanent staff at the Langley
office: the General Manager, the Senior Health
and Safety Coordinator, an Office
Administrator, and a Program Coordinator.
One of the Regional Safety Coordinators also
acts as the Provincial Ranching Safety
Coordinator, and there is also a Provincial
Vineyards and Orchards Safety Coordinator.
(FARSHA’s Organization Chart can be found
in Appendix One of this report.)

The Farm and Ranch Safety and Health
Association was created in 1993 at the
initiative of the Workers’ Compensation
Board of BC (later WorkSafeBC), the BC
Federation of Agriculture (later the BC
Agriculture Council), and the Canadian
Farmworkers’ Union.
Since that time, FARSHA has promoted safety
and health in BC farming, through activities
around the province, and the development of
commodity-specific practical tools such as
safety programs, training courses, and
workplace reviews. It has published
educational materials on a wide variety of
topics, and operates a website and an
extensive lending library.

The Year in Review: High Points and New
Initiatives
And in October, the BC Agriculture Council
nominated FARSHA for the Lieutenant
Governor’s Award for Public Safety,
sponsored by the British Columbia Safety
Authority. While FARSHA was not one of the
winners, the nomination is indicative of the
high regard for FARSHA among its
stakeholders.

High points of 2005 included the recognition
of FARSHA’s work by key agricultural
stakeholders.
In April, during North American Occupational
Safety and Health Week, Sylvan Vale nursery
received an award for their NAOSH Week
activities. Wanting to acknowledge
FARSHA’s contribution to their success,
Sylvan Vale invited Ken Lacroix (Regional
Safety Coordinator for Vancouver Island) and
Bruce Johnson (General Manager of
FARSHA) to attend the awards luncheon
along with company representatives.
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On August 9th, FARSHA held its 10 Year
Anniversary Celebration. Participants included
the provincial Minister of Agriculture and
Lands, Pat Bell, representatives from the BC
Agriculture Council, Canadian Farmworkers’
Union, commodity associations, WorkSafeBC,
FARSHA staff and coordinators, past
employees of FARSHA, and many other
supporters and friends. At this occasion,
FARSHA premiered its new promotional
DVD.

Another new area was the development of
resources in Spanish. In 2005, FARSHA noted
the expanded interest by some BC farm
employers in the Seasonal Agricultural
Worker Program, through which the federal
government allows agricultural workers from
Mexico to be brought for temporary work.
Through this program in 2005, over 680
Mexican workers were employed by 67 BC
farms in berry and vegetable production,
specialty orchards, greenhouses, and nurseries.
FARSHA translated materials for new worker
orientation, and made these brochures
available for distribution to the Spanishspeaking workers.

In fact, a wide range of projects was initiated
in 2005, such as:


Practical solutions to hazards: pilot use
of a new design of auger guard; and pilot
use of an ergonomic lifting tool for nursery
work.



Improved resource materials: new and
revised publications; and new DVD-based
training materials on horse handling.



Acquisition of new training materials:
purchase of ten training packages on Low
Stress Animal Handling.



A new promotional tool: a 5-minute DVD
introducing FARSHA and its services.

Through the year, FARSHA coordinators were
very active, holding more than 400 workplace
consultations, 184 training courses, and 98
presentations to groups and organizations.
Fifty trade shows or fairs were attended,
where an estimated 2300 people stopped by
the FARSHA booth or talked with a
coordinator.
Additionally, another 61 presentations were
made to stakeholder organizations about the
regulation changes (to an estimated 700
participants).

Details on these new initiatives are provided
later in this report.

FARSHA’s Organization and Funding
by a special grant from WorkSafeBC. Other
special projects have been funded by grants
from the Canadian Agricultural Safety
Association (CASA), and other organizations.
In 2005, projects made possible by this type of
funding included:

Funding for most of FARSHA’s work comes
from a levy on the assessments paid to
WorkSafeBC (formerly the Workers’
Compensation Board, or WCB) by BC’s
registered agricultural employers.
To determine base assessment rates,
WorkSafeBC groups all employers into
Classification Units, according to the costs and
risks associated with each industry. (The
complete list of the agricultural Classification
Units can be found in Appendix Two of this
report.)
The cost of FARSHA’s special projects is
funded separately. For example, the revision
of FARSHA’s resource materials (due to
changes in the BC requirements) was funded
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The Horse-Handling DVDs (with support
from WorkSafeBC and CASA)



First on the Scene training materials (with
support from CASA)



Phase I of new tractor safety educational
materials, as seven people from FARSHA
took part in a training course in
Pennsylvania (with support from CASA).



Tractor Rollover Media Campaign.

The Board of Directors
As FARSHA has become more widely known
and respected, it has been asked to take on a
greater consultative role with related
organizations. Involvement in this type of
activity, by members of the Board of
Directors, as well as coordinators, is detailed
under Consulting Activities.

FARSHA is governed by a Board of Directors.
The Board is made up of three employer
representatives, three worker representatives,
and a non-affiliated chairperson. The
FARSHA General Manager and
representatives from Industry Services of
WorkSafeBC participate in Board meetings on
a consultative, non-voting basis. The Board
met eight times in 2005. (Members of the
Board and their affiliations are listed in
Appendix Three of this report.)

The Regional Safety Coordinators
training. Three province-wide meetings were
held: in January, August, and October.
Additionally, a special session on confined
space issues was held in February with six
FARSHA RSCs and staff from WorkSafeBC.

FARSHA has divided the province into seven
regions and assigned responsibility for each
region to a Regional Safety Coordinator
(RSC). (The map of BC’s regions and a list of
the RSCs can be found in Appendix Four of
this report.)

Training for FARSHA Coordinators through
the year included:

Each year, usually in the spring, the
coordinators with a significant focus on
ranching, meet to discuss issues and projects
common to the commodities in their areas,
such as ranching, hay production, and grain
farming. In March 2005, the Northern
Coordinators’ Meeting was held in Prince
George, and involved the RSCs from the
Cariboo, Central Interior, Peace River, and the
Kootenays, along with the Provincial
Ranching Safety Coordinator, the FARSHA
General Manager, and a member of the
FARSHA Board of Directors who is also a
ranch operator in the region. This year’s theme
was the extension of the very successful
Safety Dayze events to more areas of the
province.



Confined space entry requirements



Use of air testing and monitoring
instruments



Respiratory protection and respirator
fit-testing



An introduction to noise level testing



A train-the-trainer review of the Low
Stress Animal Handling course produced
by the Institute of Agricultural Rural and
Environmental Health (I. ARE. H)

In October, a team of seven FARSHA
Coordinators traveled to Pennsylvania to take
the Safe Tractor and Machinery Operation
Program. In addition to extending these
coordinators’ ability to train others in safe
tractor operation, the information they gained
will be used as FARSHA develops written
training materials on the topic in 2006.

In 2005, more time was devoted to
Coordinators’ Meetings than in previous
years, as RSCs discussed the impact of the
new occupational health and safety
requirements, reviewed new resource
materials, and received important skills
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The Commodity-Wide Coordinators
province when issues arise in ranching,
vineyards, and orchards.

In addition to the Regional Safety
Coordinators, FARSHA has provincial
commodity-wide coordinators in two areas:
ranching, and vineyards and orchards. These
two areas of agriculture have very specialized
work practices, and are found throughout BC.
The commodity-wide coordinators are
available to work with RSCs around the

(A chart showing the commodity-focused
activities of these two coordinators can be
found in Appendix Five of this report.)

FARSHA’s Five-Year Review
 FARSHA is a valuable resource for
the agriculture industries

As part of its funding arrangement with
WorkSafeBC, FARSHA must periodically
commission an independent review of its
stakeholders for feedback on the availability,
effectiveness, and relevance of its services.
The first five-year review took place in 1999,
and the second took place in 2005.

 FARSHA programs are current,
relevant to the issues faced in the
agriculture industries
 That FARSHA staff and
representatives are knowledgeable,
cooperative, and available when
needed

FARSHA engaged H. Carruthers and
Associates for the 2005 review, and received a
favourable report in July.

 FARSHA provides good quality
programs and training

The review was based on three components:


A description of FARSHA’s activities in
the previous five years



Results of the reviewer’s stakeholder
surveys (interviews and questionnaires)



An overview of the support indicated for
FARSHA by agricultural stakeholders.

 FARSHA will be needed in the future
to help employers with the new
regulations
 The role of FARSHA will be as
critical as their role in the previous ten
years
 Funding of FARSHA is not a critical
concern as they appear to be
well-managed.

The report observes:
“Questionnaire and interview responses
from stakeholders indicate an
overwhelming support for FARSHA, its
activities and programs, as well as the staff
which represents them on the farms and
ranches.”

It is the opinion of the reviewer that the
association representatives have accurately
reflected the present value and merits of
FARSHA and the need for FARSHA to
continue in the future.”

Later, the report explains:

FARSHA is now mandated and funded for the
coming five-year period.

“While there were some concerns
expressed, the strong opinion by all those
interviews is that:
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Changes to FARSHA in 2005
Other improvements for FARSHA included an
upgrade in coordinators’ audio-visual
equipment, and revamped display materials
for the FARSHA information booths.

In April 2005 FARSHA welcomed Maria
Calderoni as the new Program Coordinator in
the office. Maria brings new and valuable
graphic design skills to FARSHA, as well as
the ability to translate and produce materials in
Spanish.

August 2005, Vancouver: FARSHA
Board Chair Mark Thompson
addressing guests at the 10 Year
Anniversary Celebration. Photo by
Sandeep Mangat.

August 2005, Vancouver: BC
Minister of Agriculture and Lands
Pat Bell and FARSHA General
Manager Bruce Johnson at the 10
Year Anniversary Celebration.
Photo by Sandeep Mangat.

August 2005, Vancouver: FARSHA Directors and guests at the
10 Year Anniversary Celebration. Photo by Sandeep Mangat.
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Farm Health and Safety in British
Columbia – The Year in Review
Each year, the FARSHA Annual Report
provides a general picture of the state of farm
health and safety in BC. FARSHA
stakeholders will find this review useful, as it
draws attention to cases and trends that
everyone in agriculture can learn from.

employment patterns and cropping practices,
enforcement activities, and the availability of
new types of equipment.
This statistical information is also very useful
to FARSHA in identifying areas for program
development or greater attention.

These cases and trends are affected by many
factors, including market pressures, changes in

Sources for FARSHA’s Information
are provided in confidence), as well as broader
statistical reports from the Canadian
Agricultural Injury Surveillance Program
(CAISP). These other two information sources
are also very important, as the WorkSafeBC
statistics do not include the work-related
injuries, illnesses, or deaths of unregistered
farm owners; nor those of many farm family
members who may not be classified as
“workers;” nor the unknown number of
injuries and illnesses that simply go
unreported for various other reasons. While
these figures are not discussed here in the
Annual Report, they are taken into
consideration by FARSHA when it analyzes
program needs.

Information about the work-related injuries,
illnesses, and deaths on BC farms comes to
FARSHA from a variety of sources, including
WorkSafeBC, the Canadian Agricultural
Injury Surveillance Program, and the BC
Coroners Service.
WorkSafeBC provides FARSHA with
statistical information on claims rates, and on
those injuries, illnesses, and deaths that
resulted in claims. This information is briefly
discussed here in the Annual Report and
reported more fully in Appendix Six. (Later
this year, FARSHA will publish a more
detailed report on claims statistics under
separate cover.)
FARSHA supplements this knowledge with
reports from the BC Coroners Service (which

Deaths on BC Farms in 2005
In 2005, WorkSafeBC accepted three claims
for agricultural work-related deaths.

(Note that some work-related deaths in
agriculture in 2005 may not appear as
accepted claims of WorkSafeBC, due to the
time delay involved in processing these
claims, and other reasons.)

One involved an occupational disease
attributed to many years of agricultural work.
In another, an older farm worker died in a
multi-vehicle motor vehicle accident. In the
third case, a young worker died as a result of
being run over by a forklift.
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Statistics from WorkSafeBC
is not significantly different from other years
in the five-year period. Agriculture’s serious
injury rate remains notably higher than in BC
workplaces overall.

This year’s annual report provides a statistical
overview for agriculture in the five-year
period between 2000 and 2004.
WorkSafeBC’s key statistical indicator is the
injury rate. This is the number of accepted
compensation claims, expressed in relation to
the estimated numbers of person-years worked
in any sector (from assessable payroll figures
provided to WorkSafeBC by employers). For
British Columbia as a whole in 2004, the
injury rate was 3.0 per 100 person-years
worked. In agriculture, it was 3.7 for the same
time period. (Note that each FARSHA annual
report provides the injury rate for the previous
year, due to the later release date of
WorkSafeBC’s figures for the year.)

The statistical indicator of “STD duration”
also shows a significant difference between
agriculture and BC workplaces overall. STD
duration is a measure of the average duration
(in days) of short term disability claims,
including the days lost in the year or years
following the original injury or illness. For BC
agriculture in 2004, STD duration was 65
days, and this number has remained essentially
the same for the previous five years. By
comparison, however, the STD duration for
2004 for BC workplaces overall was 48 days.
The difference may be explained by many
factors in agricultural labour, including the
type and seriousness of the injuries and
illnesses, the limited availability of alternate
work for injured workers, and the effect of
seasonal work on return-to-work possibilities.

Another significant indicator is the number of
claims for serious injuries. WorkSafeBC uses
a standardized system for defining and
recording all injury types: serious injuries
include major or multiple fractures,
amputations, 3rd degree burns, and other
serious spinal or head injuries. In 2004, there
were 38 serious injuries in agriculture, which

The Cost of Work-Related Injury and Illness
FARSHA’s mandate is based on the
agricultural employers currently registered
with WorkSafeBC. These employers (nearly
5800 at the end of December 2005) are
grouped by WorkSafeBC into 27
Classification Units. WorkSafeBC then groups
Classification Units into broader categories,
called Rate Groups, based on patterns of
similar costs.

Work-related injuries, illnesses, and deaths are
costly in many ways. Besides the uncountable
social costs, no amount of compensation can
ever fully make up for lost health or a lost life.
However, because WorkSafeBC is an
insurance system, the immediate financial cost
of claims is borne by those who pay the
assessments.
Employers registered with WorkSafeBC pay a
regular premium for insurance services. This
premium begins with the base assessment rate,
which is expressed as a percentage of
assessable payroll: a dollar figure per $100 of
assessable payroll costs for the year.
(Premiums for individual employers vary from
the base assessment rate, due to the additional
effect of experience rating discounts or
surcharges.)

For 2006, the base assessment rates of many
of the agricultural Classification Units have
decreased, and as a result, these CUs are
assigned to new Rate Groups. (The Rate
Group for each agricultural Classification Unit
is shown in the chart in Appendix Two.)
Again this year, the FARSHA Annual Report
shows the WorkSafeBC base assessment rates
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over five years, to allow readers to identify
trends. (A chart showing five years of base
assessment rates in agriculture can be found in
Appendix Two at the end of this report.)

Classification Unit, including the injury rate;
fluctuating medical costs; the relative severity
and duration of claims; and fluctuations in the
rate of return on invested savings.

Note, however, that many factors can affect
the base assessment rates of any given

June 2005, Central Interior: FARSHA Provincial Ranching Safety
Coordinator Reg Steward and WorkSafeBC staff during filming for the
Horse Handling DVDs. Photo by Khalid Hawe.
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The New Health and Safety
Requirements for Agriculture
As of January 1, 2005, major changes were
made to the occupational health and safety
requirements for agriculture.



Noise & Hearing Conservation in
Agriculture (a presentation package with
speaker’s notes and slides)

BC farm workplaces now have to meet the
standard represented by all applicable parts of
the Occupational Health and Safety
Regulation and the Workers Compensation
Act. The previous law, the Regulations for
Agricultural Operations has been consolidated
into the broader OHSR as Part 28.



Good Hearing – For Life (a brochure).

Under the Occupational Health and Safety
Regulation, employers who have identified
certain hazards in their workplaces must
assess the risks posed to workers and
document the measures they have taken to
eliminate or reduce those risks. Two areas in
particular call for specialized knowledge and
equipment: confined spaces, and noise. This
year, FARSHA made a substantial investment
of money and energy on these two issues, with
the purchase of air quality testing equipment
and noise level monitors. Coordinators and
staff have been trained on these instruments,
and are now able to demonstrate their use to
farm employers and workers. FARSHA also
purchased confined space entry equipment
(lifting tripod, lifeline, and harness) which can
be taken to trade shows or other events for
demonstrations of safe entry procedures.

Through 2004 and continuing in 2005,
FARSHA undertook a major review and
revision of all of its existing resource
materials, and began to prepare new booklets,
presentations, and training courses to address
the new requirements.
To help with the explanation of the new
requirements, FARSHA published new
booklets, brochures, and presentation
packages:


Using the OHSR in Agriculture (a booklet
published jointly with WorkSafeBC, and
mailed to all agriculture employers
registered with WorkSafeBC)



FARSHA Explains: BC’s Workers’
Compensation System and BC’s Health and
Safety Laws (a booklet)



Confined Spaces – What You Should Know
(a presentation package with speaker’s
notes, and slides)



Confined Spaces=Deadly Spaces (a
brochure)

Through the year, FARSHA staff and
coordinators made particular efforts to explain
the meaning of the new requirements, as can
be seen in these activity figures:


Discussed new requirements: 33



Presentations: made 63 presentations to
estimated 800 people



Introduced or consulted on the new
regulations: 126.

(This information can be seen in greater detail
in Appendix Eight at the end of this report.)

Some of the new FARSHA booklets produced or revised in 2005.
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FARSHA’s Activities
FARSHA uses a logic model to describe and guide its day-to-day activities. The logic model
identifies FARSHA’s ultimate goals, and lists the actions that will achieve each of the goals. (A copy
of FARSHA’s current logic model can be found in Appendix Nine of this report.) These are the key
result areas in FARSHA’s logic model.
Consulting

Promotion

Agriculture workplaces

Articles

Commodity associations

Trade shows

Community groups

Presentations

Government

Conferences

WorkSafeBC

Safety Programs and Safety
Reviews

Training
Direct

Industry / generic

Coordinate other

Workplace-specific

Worksite-specific

Compliance with regulations

Multiple worksites

Safe practices.

Reference and Resource Material
Purchase or develop
Resource / loan material
Inventory of materials

Activity Totals
Based on the combined reports of the Regional
Safety Coordinators, Senior Safety
Coordinator, and the commodity-wide
coordinators, here are the total figures for
FARSHA’s ongoing activities in 2005. (These
numbers do not include the activities related
specifically to the regulation changes; these
are explained in an earlier section of this
report.)


Workplace consultations: 448



Training courses delivered: 184 (to 2833
people)



Training courses coordinated (for delivery
by parties other than FARSHA): 16 (for 51
people)



Trade shows and fairs attended: 56 (to
2285 people)



Articles published: 18



Presentations to groups and organizations:
98 (to 1877 people)



Introduction of safety programs to
employers: 60



Workplace safety reviews: 20

(The activities of the commodity-wide
coordinators can be found in Appendix Five,
while the regional breakdown of the activities
of RSCs can be found in Appendix Eight.)
The next sections of this report correspond to
the activities of FARSHA’s logic model, as
listed above.
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Consulting Activities
Consulting activities include:






Workplace consultations, usually done by
regional or commodity-wide coordinators
or staff (farm visits, discussions with
workers, or with employers)

Consultations with departments of
WorkSafeBC on regulatory development,
new initiatives, and responses to new
challenges.

Many FARSHA Directors, coordinators, and
staff members serve on leadership bodies of
other health and safety organizations. This
type of consultation has increased steadily, as
FARSHA has become more widely known
and respected.

Stakeholder consultations, such as the
presentations made by FARSHA to
commodity associations around the
province, explaining the meaning and
impact of the new regulations

Workplace Consultations
FARSHA coordinators have reported that new
doors continue to be opened to them. Kevin
Paterson described being contacted by a group
enquiring about FARSHA’s new DVD-based
horse-handling materials – from a part of his
region that he hadn’t been very familiar with.
From that initial contact, he will now be able
to visit more agricultural operations in the
whole area. Reg Steward noted that each year,
he is approached for the first time by farm
operators who have heard “through the
grapevine” about FARSHA’s services; this
year, he remarked on the number of dairies
and nurseries in his region that have asked him
to visit.

Typically, a workplace consultation is initiated
by a FARSHA coordinator, who visits a farm,
explains FARSHA’s purpose and services, and
then is invited to walk around the site with the
farm owner. Other consultations may be
initiated by farm employers and workers who
contact the FARSHA office directly, while
others have come through the FARSHA
website.
In 2005, FARSHA coordinators and staff held
over 400 workplace consultations, an increase
over the previous year. In addition, nearly 150
other consultations took place with individuals
and small groups, as FARSHA answered
questions related to the impact of the new
regulations.

Stakeholder Consultations
Overall, this has been an important year for
FARSHA’s involvement with stakeholder
organizations, with frequent consultations at
all levels about the new regulatory
requirements. However, other areas have been
addressed as well.

FARSHA’s stakeholders include agricultural
producers’ organizations, such as the BC
Agriculture Council, as well as associations
that represent specific commodities such as
the BC Landscape and Nursery Association,
BC Cattlemen’s Association, BC Milk
Producers Association, and so on. FARSHA
also consults with the Canadian Farmworkers’
Union, and another key stakeholder,
WorkSafeBC.

Through the year, FARSHA took part in
consultations with WorkSafeBC on the Board
of Directors’ Health and Safety Initiative, the
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Young Workers Initiative, and some
exploratory discussions about Certificate of
Recognition programs in BC.

attended by Bruce Johnson, Vic Regier,
and Charan Gill

FortisBC, the main energy supply company in
Southeastern BC, approached FARSHA to
participate in its Cooperative Safety Program.
This program raises awareness of electrical
hazards, and FARSHA provided guidance on
electrical safety for farm operations.
In 2005, some FARSHA coordinators
remarked on an increased number of
consultations with First Nations communities,
as well.
FARSHA staff, Board members, and
coordinators attended meetings and
conferences outside of BC, gathering
information for FARSHA future projects, and
providing FARSHA’s experiences and
expertise to others. For example:




Bruce Johnson also attended the annual
meeting on the North American Guidelines
on Children’s Agricultural Tasks
(NAGCAT), and the National Institute of
Farm Safety (NIFS) conference



Sandeep Mangat attended a 2-day
conference in Ontario on rural stress
prevention programs, gathering
information for possible similar efforts in
BC



In April, Reg Steward was invited and
funded to lead a 1 ½-day workshop for
CASA Board and staff members on risk
management as part of their preparations
for NAOSH Week 2006



Bruce Johnson and other FARSHA
representatives also attended WorkSafeBC
events through the year, such as a 2-day
forum on social marketing and behavioural
and social change.

The November cross-country conference of
the Canadian Agricultural Safety
Association (CASA) in Halifax was

Partnerships and Affiliations
As mentioned, many FARSHA Directors,
Coordinators, and staff members serve on
leadership bodies of other health and safety
organizations, including:




Bruce Johnson (FARSHA’s General
Manager) serves as secretary on the Board
of Directors of the Canadian Agricultural
Safety Association (CASA)
Bruce Johnson chairs the Knowledge
Translation Committee of the Canadian
Centre for Health and Safety in Agriculture
(which turns the results of CCHSA
research projects into user-friendly
formats), and also sits on the Management
Committee of CCHSA



Bruce Johnson also is a primary advisor on
the North American Guidelines for
Children’s Agricultural Tasks (NAGCAT)



Charan Gill (FARSHA Board of Directors;
Canadian Farmworkers’ Union) is a
member of the CASA Advisory Council



Vic Regier (FARSHA Board of Directors;
BC Agriculture Council) is a member of
the CASA Advisory Council



Gene Pascuzzo (FARSHA Regional Safety
Coordinator, Cariboo) is a member of the
Steering Committee of the BC 4-H Farm
Safety Program



Richard Newton (FARSHA Regional
Coordinator, Fraser Valley) is a member of
the Education Committee of the BC
Landscape and Nursery Association



Brian Nordin (FARSHA Provincial
Vineyards and Orchards Coordinator) is a
member of the Safety Committee of the BC
Wine Institute



Ken Lacroix (FARSHA Regional Safety
Coordinator, Vancouver Island) serves as
an executive member of the NanaimoCedar Farmers Institute.

Some of these collaborations are based on
practical projects, while others draw upon
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FARSHA’s experience and guidance. For
example, FARSHA has been working with the
Prairie Agricultural Machinery Institute on the
pilot use of an improved auger guard.

May 2005, Agassiz: FARSHA Fraser
Valley Regional Safety Coordinator
Richard Newton explaining PTO safety to
participants at Farm Safety Day Camp.
Photo by Sandeep Mangat.

May 2005, Agassiz: FARSHA Senior
Health and Safety Coordinator
Sandeep Mangat with participants at
Farm Safety Day Camp. Photo by Kim
Longlitz.
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Training Activities
FARSHA offers two types of training service
to agriculture.

coordinators, and the new course is now ready
for delivery anywhere in the province.

Regional Safety Coordinators and other staff
can directly provide courses, using
standardized training packages developed to
meet the needs of BC agriculture. Or,
FARSHA can arrange for training to be
provided by another source, often at reduced
cost. (Examples of this type of delivery
include courses for certification in various
levels of occupational first aid, and in some
regions, pesticide application.) In some cases,
training was delivered in languages other than
English, such as Punjabi.

The educational materials developed on horse
handling expanded from a video project to a
very professional and comprehensive 2-DVD
set, with written supporting materials, which
was completed in 2005. Featuring Hugh
McLennan, a well-known BC rancher and
horse trainer, along with FARSHA Board
member Mark Grafton, FARSHA coordinator
Reg Steward, Douglas Lake cow boss Stan
Jacobs, and other respected individuals, the
DVDs cover critical horse-handling skills in a
humorous and explanatory style. Training
courses based on the Horse-Handling DVDs
are also now available through the province.

In 2005, some special new training materials
were added to FARSHA’s resources.

The Horse-Handling DVD was featured in a
major article in the August 2005 WorkSafe
Magazine, the monthly publication of
WorkSafeBC.

Ten copies of Low Stress Animal Handling
were purchased from the Institute of Rural
Agricultural and Environmental Health
(I.ARE.H.) in Saskatchewan. The FARSHA
Provincial Ranching Safety Coordinator led a
train-the-trainer session with the other

Courses Offered Directly by FARSHA
Another ongoing activity that has been very
successful for FARSHA has been the delivery
of Pesticide Applicator Certificate (PAC)
training and recertification, in both English
and Punjabi. Seven courses were given in
2005, to a total of 52 participants (of whom
over half were Punjabi-speaking). As well,
FARSHA offers recertification credit
workshops to people who already hold a PAC;
there were five of these sessions held in 2005,
involving a further 49 people. These
workshops are often held in conjunction with
other events, such as the Pacific Agriculture
Show.

From a pilot use in three regions in 2004, the
Safety Dayze events have been expanded and
can now be organized anywhere in the
province. These events are hosted by a farm or
ranch, and may be attended by workers from
that operation, or may attract enough interest
that they involve neighbours or the whole
community. FARSHA coordinators often
work together at these events, providing a
range of training sessions, hands-on
demonstrations, and displays of publications.
In 2005 FARSHA coordinators conducted 18
Safety Dayze events. For example, Reg
Steward and Gene Pascuzzo led a very
successful Safety Dayze event in Horsefly,
attended by more than 30 people from the
area. The event featured demonstrations of
emergency procedures, using equipment
loaned by a Williams Lake dealership.

Overall in 2005, FARSHA delivered 184
separate training courses to over 2800 people.
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Courses Arranged by FARSHA
16 courses were arranged by FARSHA staff or
RSCs, involving over 50 participants.

FARSHA continues to coordinate
occupational first aid training for agricultural
employers and workers, through agreements
with outside providers. In 2005, approximately

Special Programs for Children and Youth
year, the events were attended by nearly 100
5th to 7th graders. According to participants’
feedback, FARSHA’s explanations and
demonstrations on chemical and PTO safety
were memorable and very educational.

In British Columbia, as elsewhere, tomorrow’s
farm owners and workers come largely from
the farm families of today. For many years,
FARSHA has addressed the widespread
involvement of children and young people in
farm workplaces, through initiatives with the
4-H and similar organizations, and through the
promotion of the North American Guidelines
for Children’s Agricultural Tasks.

In the Central Interior, FARSHA RSC Trevor
Tapp has been taking part in Project
Agriculture, a 4-day “agricultural immersion”
event in the high schools in his region, with
training talks about farm health and safety
issues. In 2005, he led four of these sessions,
with a total of 96 participants. A new topic
added this year was Bear Aware.

The March 2005 edition of Country Life in
BC magazine reported on an event held in
Matsqui, sponsored by the Rusty Spurs 4-H
Horse Club. Reg Steward and Hugh
McLennan demonstrated safe horse-handling
techniques to 20 young riding enthusiasts from
three Fraser Valley horse clubs.

(Note that the training numbers detailed in
Appendix Five and Eight refer specifically to
worker training, and do not include activities
directed primarily at children.)

Once again this year, FARSHA was invited to
provide training workshops to the Progressive
Farmer Safety Day Camp in Agassiz. This

FARSHA General Manager Bruce Johnson and Program Coordinator Maria Calderoni
in the Resource Materials Library at the FARSHA office. Photo by Carolyn Pearce.
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Reference and Resource Material
Since its launch in 1993, FARSHA has
developed a wide-ranging catalogue of
reference and resource material.

requirements. At the same time, many were
also redesigned into a more useful and
professional-appearing format.

In 2005, many of FARSHA’s publications
were reorganized and revised, making them
consistent with the new regulatory

Work began in 2005 on a redesigned web page
for FARSHA. It will be launched in 2006.

New This Year
A new introductory brochure was produced by
FARSHA staff in 2005, which outlines the
services and resources offered by FARSHA.



ATV Safety for Agricultural Workers



Pesticide Safety for Agricultural Workers.

Also in 2005, FARSHA produced Spanishlanguage translations of the orientation
checklists for work in berry harvesting:
Nuevos Trabajadores en tu Granja de Fresas,
Frambuesas y Moras for employers, and
¿Eres Nuevo Trabajando con Fresas,
Frambuesas y Moras? for new workers.

As described earlier in this report, 2005 saw
the completion of the 2-DVD set of training
materials on safe horse-handling. This project
began on a much more modest scale with
workshops in 2004, but is now of more lasting
value; the high-quality training program
provides accurate, well-explained information,
and will be used widely around the province.
Funding from CASA and WorkSafeBC, as
well as a great deal of volunteer energy, made
this project possible.

FARSHA purchased ten copies of the Low
Stress Animal Handling program, and the
Regional Safety Coordinators have now been
trained in its delivery.
As part of its improved ability to explain and
provide training for the new OHSR
requirements for agriculture, FARSHA made
major equipment purchases this year:

The new First on the Scene training program
was also completed in 2005.
Newly published booklets included:


FARSHA Explains: BC’s Workers’
Compensation System and BC’s Health and
Safety Laws



Noise testing instruments, for coordinators
to use on farms as they assist employers in
noise level risk assessments



Safe Work Practices for Dairy Workers in
BC





Using the Occupational Health and Safety
Regulation in Agriculture (produced jointly
with WorkSafeBC).

Air quality testing instruments, which
detect the presence of four of the deadly
gases found in agricultural confined spaces;
these instruments can be used by
coordinators in preliminary hazard
identification on farms



Fall protection harnesses



A lifting tripod and emergency rescue
equipment for confined space entry.

Newly published brochures included:


Rural Fire Plan for Farms and Ranches



Confined Spaces=Deadly Spaces



Good Hearing – For Life.

Revised editions of existing booklets were
also published in 2005, including:


BC Pork Producers’ Safety Guide
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out by UBC’s School of Occupational and
Environmental Hygiene, this is a thorough
literature survey of all peer-reviewed studies
in French or English. The study identifies
particularly useful articles for further
attention, and also notes areas where future
research is needed.

Other new acquisitions included:


Farm Safety Means Farm Safely (a DVD).

FARSHA also acquired a resource of a
different kind in 2005, when it requested and
partially funded a major research project on
noise and hearing loss in agriculture. Carried

Use of Reference and Resource Materials
and decals. Booklets are also distributed to
participants in training courses.

FARSHA’s publications have a wide
readership in BC. They are distributed at
agricultural fairs, trade shows, commodity
organization meetings, and community events.
Regional Safety Coordinators conduct
workplace consultations providing an
assortment of booklets, fact sheets, posters,

In 2005, FARSHA distributed over 18,600
items. (A more detailed breakdown of this
figure can be found in Appendix Nine of this
report.)

August 2005: Provincial Vineyards and
Orchards Safety Coordinator Brian
Nordin discussing confined space entry
issues at FARSHA Coordinators’
Meeting. Photo by Bruce Johnson.

October 2005: FARSHA Fraser Valley
Regional Safety Coordinator Richard
Newton discussing regulatory changes
with Fraser Valley dairy farmer. Photo by
Kathy Thomas.
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Promotion Activities
FARSHA actively promotes its services at
farm-related events and in rural areas all over
the province. While it’s true that FARSHA is
already widely known and respected in BC
agriculture, there are always people who
haven’t heard of FARSHA or aren’t yet aware
of the resources and guidance it can provide.

FARSHA was present at some 50 trade shows
and farm fairs, with a display booth,
demonstrations, or booklets and brochures.
These events ranged from large shows, such as
the Pacific Agriculture Show and John Deere
Days, to smaller local farm fairs. Coordinators
estimate that nearly 3000 people saw
FARSHA materials or spoke with someone at
a booth at these events.

Promotion takes place through:


Articles in agricultural and community
publications



Appearances and booths at agricultural
fairs, trade shows, and other events



Presentations to commodity associations,
community groups, and so on.

Nearly 100 presentations were made by
FARSHA coordinators to meetings of
agricultural organizations or commodity
associations, to another 1900 people.
FARSHA’s promotion work was improved in
2005 with the development of a 5-minute
DVD presentation, as well as new display
materials for the information

Over 18 articles were published this year in
periodicals such as WorkSafe, Country Life in
BC, The Western Producer, and Beef in BC.

The Tractor Safety Campaign
high-risk activities, to reduce the likelihood of
injury and death.)

The social marketing campaign launched in
2004 moved into a new phase in 2005. This
campaign focuses on safe tractor operation,
and uses a risk management approach to
convince more farm owners to buy and use
rollover protective structures (ROPS) on their
tractors.

In 2005, the campaign expanded from the
radio spots of 2004 to radio spots and print
ads. The 2005 radio spots were aired in
agricultural areas of the province, including
Dawson Creek, the Okanagan, Kootenays, and
Fraser Valley.

Coordinated by FARSHA, the campaign is
partially funded by the Canadian Agricultural
Safety Association, and Agriculture and
Agri-Food Canada. The campaign materials
were designed by the SMARTRISK
Foundation. (The SMARTRISK Foundation,
and its president, Dr. Robert Conn, have been
important in developing and promoting risk
assessment techniques for participants in

Three different print ads were professionally
designed, and scheduled to coincide with Farm
Safety Week (March 9 to 15). (Copies of the
ads can be found in Appendix Ten at the end
of this report.) The ads were published in West
Coast Farmer, Country Life in BC, Beef in
BC, Agri-Digest, and The Western Producer.
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Occupational Health and Safety
Programs and Workplace Reviews
typically launched with a FARSHA
coordinator making an educational
presentation to management representatives,
supervisors, and members of the joint health
and safety committee. Once an employer
decides to implement the program, FARSHA
distributes booklets and brochures to workers
and the first aid attendants. The materials
explain the use of stretching exercises and
other measures to reduce musculo-skeletal
injury. In 2005, eight workplaces implemented
the program or made further progress with
existing programs. The program was also
publicized in the internal newsletter of the BC
Greenhouse Growers’ Association.

The BC Workers Compensation Act requires
all employers to have some sort of health and
safety program for their workplace.
Depending on the size and expected degree of
hazard in the operation, the employer must
implement either a formal written program, or
a more informal program based on regular
meetings with workers.
FARSHA has observed that in most
commodities, the vast majority of BC farms
are not large enough to be required to have a
formal health and safety program.
FARSHA Regional Safety Coordinators are
often asked during workplace consultations to
review a farm’s health and safety practices,
and to help the employer establish or improve
a health and safety program.

FARSHA also has arranged for the pilot use of
an innovative tool in nurseries where workers
risk musculo-skeletal injury as they move
potted plants. Three nurseries initially used the
tool and then proposed some improvements to
the design. In collaboration with the Prairie
Agricultural Machinery Institute (PAMI),
more of these tools have now been made.
These will be distributed more widely to
nurseries in the coming year.

In 2005, programs were established on 60
farms, and existing programs were reviewed
on another 20. Both these numbers represent
an increase over 2004.
As well as the workplace health and safety
programs, FARSHA recommends the
implementation of a Musculo-Skeletal Injury
(MSI) Prevention Program. This program is

October 2005, Pennsylvania USA: FARSHA Regional Safety Coordinators and other participants at the
Safe Tractor and Machinery Operation Program. Photo by Paul Heasley.
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Conclusion
After more than 10 years of operation, FARSHA is a mature organization, building on past
experience and request from stakeholders to adapt and improve the services it offers. In 2005, it
completed most of the work on adaptation of printed materials and training programs to reflect the
new WorkSafe BC health and safety regulations covering agriculture. Although the volume of work
was considerable, the impact on the major themes of FARSHA’s work was not substantial. In fact, the
advent of new regulations assisted regional safety coordinators in gaining the attention of potential
clients.
Apart from the changes brought about by changing regulations, FARSHA introduced new programs,
as it does every year. In 2005, materials on safe horse handling and hearing protection were added to
FARSHA’s portfolio. Some existing programs or materials that are no longer relevant to the industry
were also eliminated. A major initiative on tractor safety was expanded. Tractor accidents account for
a high proportion of fatal accidents in agriculture, and FARSHA received funding from the
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada and worked in collaboration with the Canadian Agricultural
Safety Association. This program built on initiatives that began in 2004.
As part of an anniversary celebration, FARSHA commissioned a video to illustrate its activities. This
video is being used by coordinators to introduce possible clients to FARSHA. On another level, the
number of workplace consultations, the most direct contact between FARSHA and its clients, rose by
over 10 per cent in 2005, compared with the previous year. Another new vehicle for promoting
discussions of safety in rural areas was “Safety Dayze,” a gathering of residents in an area for
discussions of safety issues combined with socializing. Initial reception was very enthusiastic.
The proportion of visible minorities in the farm labour force has always been high. Since its
inception, FARSHA has issued printed materials in languages other than English. A staff member
teaches courses and makes presentations in Punjabi, supplementing printed materials in that language.
In recent years, the number of Mexican workers in BC agriculture has increased, and FARSHA
produced Spanish-language materials to inform them of safe work practices in BC agriculture.
An organization such as FARSHA can measure its effectiveness by external reference points. An
independent five-year review of FARSHA’s work and reputation was extremely positive. The
demand for FARSHA participation in national and international farm safety exceeds the ability of the
Association to respond. FARSHA was nominated by one of its stakeholders for the Lieutenant
Governor’s safety award.
Agriculture remains a hazardous industry, with a constantly-changing array of commodities,
economic conditions and workers. These conditions ensure that FARSHA will face new challenges in
the future. Work accomplished in 2005 should provide a strong basis for these efforts.
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Appendix One:
FARSHA’s Organization Chart in 2005
FARSHA’s Governance:
Board of Directors

General Manager:
Bruce Johnson

Langley Office:
Senior Health and Safety Coordinator:
Sandeep Mangat
Office Administrator: Carolyn Pearce
Program Coordinator: Maria Calderoni

Provincial Commodity-Wide Coordinators:
Ranching: Reg Steward
Vineyards and Orchards: Brian Nordin

Regional Safety Coordinators:
Fraser Valley: Richard Newton
Vancouver Island: Ken Lacroix
Okanagan-Thompson-Nicola: Reg Steward
Kootenays: Kevin Paterson
Cariboo: Gene Pascuzzo
Central Interior: Trevor Tapp
Peace River: Dennis Meier
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Appendix Two:
WorkSafeBC Classification Units and
Base Assessment Rates
How to read this table:
This table shows all 27 Classification Units in agriculture, their Classification Unit numbers,
and Rate Group for 2005 (and if changed, 2006 in parentheses), as well as the base assessment
rates for 2002 to 2006. The levy assessed for FARSHA’s funding ($0.13 for every $100 of
assessable payroll) is included in these rates.
Classification Unit
Animal breeding, AI

CU

Rate Group

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

701001

BC (now EZ)

$2.97

$2.99

$3.41

$3.42

$3.37

Apiary

701002

BC (now EZ)

$2.97

$2.99

$3.41

$3.42

$3.37

Berry farming

701003

BC (now EZ)

$2.97

$2.99

$3.41

$3.42

$3.37

Composting

701004

BN

$3.69

$3.43

$4.02

$3.36

$2.78

Dairy farming

701005

BC (now EZ)

$2.97

$2.99

$3.41

$3.42

$3.37

Egg farming

701006

BC (now EZ)

$2.97

$2.99

$3.41

$3.42

$3.37

Exotic poultry farming

701007

BC (now EZ)

$2.97

$2.99

$3.41

$3.42

$3.37

Farm labour supply

701008

BC (now EZ)

$2.97

$2.99

$3.41

$3.42

$3.37

Feed lot or stockyard

701009

CI

$6.00

$6.64

$7.93

$6.76

$6.43

Fur bearing animal farming

701010

BC (now EZ)

$2.97

$2.99

$3.41

$3.42

$3.37

Grain farming

701011

BN

$3.69

$3.43

$4.02

$3.36

$2.78

Greenhouse

701012

BB

$2.54

$2.06

$2.17

$1.97

$2.16

Hay or seed farming

701013

BN

$3.69

$3.43

$4.02

$3.36

$2.78

Hog farming

701014

BC (now EZ)

$2.97

$2.99

$3.41

$3.42

$3.37

Hunting or trapping

701015

BC (now EZ)

$2.97

$2.99

$3.41

$3.42

$3.37

White mushroom farming

701016

BN

$3.69

$3.43

$4.02

$3.36

$2.78

Orchard

701017

BC (now EZ)

$2.97

$2.99

$3.41

$1.97

$3.37

Ornamental nursery

701018

BB

$2.54

$2.06

$2.17

$1.97

$2.16

Poultry catching

701019

BC (now EZ)

$2.97

$2.99

$3.41

$3.42

$3.37

Poultry farming

701020

BC (now EZ)

$2.97

$2.99

$3.41

$3.42

$3.37

Poultry hatchery

701021

BC (now EZ)

$2.97

$2.99

$3.41

$3.42

$3.37

Ranch

701022

CI

$6.00

$6.64

$7.93

$6.76

$6.43

Riding academy

701023

CI

$6.00

$6.64

$7.93

$6.76

$6.43

Sod or turf nursery

701024

BN

$3.69

$3.43

$4.02

$3.36

$2.78

Vegetable farming

701025

BN

$3.69

$3.43

$4.02

$3.36

$2.78

Vineyard

701026

BC (now EZ)

$2.97

$2.99

$3.41

$3.42

$3.37

Wild plant harvesting

701027

BC (now EZ)

$2.97

$2.99

$3.41

$3.42

$3.37
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Appendix Three:
FARSHA’s Board of Directors
FARSHA is governed by a Board of Directors, which meets regularly through the year, and is made
up of representatives from employers’ and workers’ organizations in BC agriculture.
Directors:
Mark Thompson, Chair
Mark Grafton, British Columbia Agriculture Council
Vic Regier, British Columbia Agriculture Council
Bill Zylmans, British Columbia Agriculture Council
Charan Gill, Canadian Farmworkers’ Union
Param Grewal, Canadian Farmworkers’ Union
Jasbir S. Mann, Canadian Farmworkers’ Union
Bruce Johnson, General Manager (non-voting Director)
Additionally, two others regularly attended Board meetings, playing a consultative, non-voting role:
Don Dahr, Manager, Industry and Labour Services, WorkSafeBC
Joy Piehl, Industry Specialist, Industry and Labour Services, WorkSafeBC
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Appendix Four:
FARSHA’s Coordinators by Region

Region 1 – Fraser Valley:
Richard Newton, (604) 852-7143, worksafely1@telus.net
Region 2 – Vancouver Island:
Ken Lacroix, (250) 758-9807, kglacroix@shaw.ca
Region 3 – Okanagan-Thompson-Nicola:
Reg Steward, (250) 546-9397, cowboygus27@hotmail.com
Region 4 – Kootenays:
Kevin Paterson, (250) 427-3958, kevin.paterson@shaw.ca
Region 5 – Cariboo:
Gene Pascuzzo, (250) 747-1019, pascuzzg@goldcity.net
Region 6 – Central Interior:
Trevor Tapp, (250) 699-6466, ttapp@bcgroup.net
Region 7 – Peace River:
Dennis Meier, (250) 782-3914, damfarm@pris.bc.ca
Provincial Ranching Safety Coordinator:
Reg Steward, (250) 306-0424, cowboygus27@hotmail.com
Provincial Vineyards and Orchards Safety Coordinator:
Brian Nordin, (250) 764-1340, bnordin@shaw.ca
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Appendix Five:
Activities of the Commodity-Wide
Coordinators
These statistics express the activities carried out in 2005 by the Provincial Ranching Safety
Coordinator and the Provincial Vineyards and Orchards Safety Coordinator, as part of their
commodity-focused activities.
These numbers do not overlap with the activities recorded in the Regional Breakdown of Activities in
Appendix Eight.

Activities Reported by Provincial Ranching Safety Coordinator
Workplace consultations:

44

Training courses delivered:

17 sessions to total of 417 participants

Training courses coordinated (for delivery by
other parties):

4 sessions

Trade shows and fairs attended:

2

Articles published:

4

Presentations to groups and organizations:

6 to total of 156 people

Introduction of safety programs to employers:

11

Workplace safety reviews:

none

Activities Reported by Provincial Vineyards and Orchards Safety Coordinator
Workplace consultations:

57

Training courses delivered:

18 sessions to total of 297 participants

Training courses coordinated (for delivery by
other parties):

none

Trade shows and fairs attended:

5 to approximately 410 people

Articles published:

7

Presentations to groups and organizations:

11 to total of 170 people

Introduction of safety programs to employers:

5

Workplace safety reviews:

7
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Appendix Six:
WorkSafeBC Statistics
This appendix shows statistical information provided by the Risk Management Department of
WorkSafeBC.
Information in these charts follows the official definitions used by WorkSafeBC, quoted here:
Accepted Fatals: Number of claims for which a first survivor benefit (fatal reserve or cash
award) was awarded in the year, regardless of the year of injury.
Assessable Payroll: The payroll upon which assessment amounts are calculated.
Claims Costs Paid: Total health care payments, short term disability (STD) payments,
vocational rehabilitation payments, long term disability (LTD) reserves and one-time cash
awards, and survivor benefit reserves and one-time cash awards charged in the year
regardless of year of injury.
Injury Rate: The number of Non-HCO claims per one hundred Person Years – shows the
rate of injuries. Please note that Injury Rates calculated to one decimal point at a CU level are
not normally quoted due to the following: (1) Person Years are estimates and are based on
estimates of Assessable Payroll; (2) at a CU level, Person Years are further reduced and
claims volume are lower compared to a Subsector level. As a result, calculations are subject
to variability, hence affecting specific levels of precision in such rates. Figures rounded to the
closest whole number may provide a more meaningful indicator of the Injury Rate at a CU
level.
Person Years: Estimated number of employed full time equivalents (FTEs) based on
Assessable Payroll and StatsCan data.
Serious Injuries: The number of short term disability (STD) and long term disability (LTD)
claims coded with an ICD9 medical diagnosis that indicates serious injury (e.g. major
fractures, amputations, 3rd degree burns, multiple fractures, and other serious spinal or head
injuries). The number of claims is estimated based on the percentage of uncoded vs. coded
claims in each year, and is derived from STD/LTD/FTL Claims that have an ICD9 Medical
Diagnosis Type code that meets the Serious Injury criteria, but that do not have a Stats
FATAL Claim Count Indicator.
STD Duration: A measure of the total days lost per claim on disability claims, including
days lost in years beyond the year of injury. It is calculated according to a methodology
established by the AWCBC.
STD/LTD/FTL Claims: A claim is counted as a short term disability (STD), long term
disability (LTD), or fatality if the claim had the first short term disability (STD) benefit, long
term disability (LTD) benefit, or survivor benefit (fatal reserve set or cash award) made in the
year, regardless of the year of injury.
Total Work Days Lost: Total short term disability (STD) days and rehabilitation income
continuity (code R) days paid in the year regardless of year of injury.
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WorkSafeBC Claims-Related Statistics for All Agriculture
The following chart shows a five-year overview of key injury-related indicators for agriculture.
Short term disability claims (STD) are for work-related injuries and illnesses where the worker fully
recovers and is able return to the original job. Long term disability claims are for work-related
injuries and illnesses once it is clear that the worker will not fully recover, and will require a partial or
full pension (or may receive a lump sum award instead), and may include costs for vocational
rehabilitation. Fatal claims are paid to the survivors of a worker who dies of a work-related injury or
illness; these may take the form of a regular pension, or a lump sum award. Taken together, these
three indicators (STD/LTD/FTL) show a general picture of the claims for each year.
The injury rate is the number of accepted non-HCO claims, expressed in relation to the estimated
numbers of person-years worked in the given sector. (The term non-HCO claims refers to the
STD/LTD/FTL claims paid out within the year in question, as well as those paid out within the first
three months of the following year. The number of non-HCO claims more accurately captures all the
claims that originated in a given year.)
Serious injuries are defined in a standardized system, and include major or multiple fractures,
amputations, 3rd degree burns, and other serious spinal or head injuries.
Accepted fatal claims are those accepted in the reporting year, regardless of when the actual death
took place (claims are not necessarily settled in the same year they occurred). No average is given for
accepted fatal claims on this chart, as the numbers are too small for an average to be meaningful.

Year

STD/LTD/FTL

Injury Rate

Serious
Injuries

Accepted
Fatals

2000

819

4.4

42

8

2001

812

4.3

42

4

2002

715

3.8

33

6

2003

797

3.9

37

6

2004

739

3.7

38

1

2000-2004
total

3882

-

192

25

Yearly
average

776

4.0

38

-
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WorkSafeBC Cost-Related Statistics for All Agriculture
The following chart shows a five-year overview of key cost-related indicators for agriculture.
Total work days lost means the total number of days for which benefits are paid by WorkSafeBC
either as short term disability wage loss benefits or long term disability continuity benefits. (It is the
employer's responsibility to pay the worker's wages on the day the worker is injured. The wage loss
benefits covered by a WorkSafeBC claim begin on the first full day of work that is lost.)
STD duration is a measure of the average duration of a short term disability claim, including the days
lost in the year or years following the original injury or illness. STD duration varies widely from one
type of workplace to another, as it reflects many factors (seasonal work patterns, availability of
alternate work for affected workers, seriousness and type of injuries and illnesses, and so on).
Claim costs paid are those paid out by WorkSafeBC for all costs associated with the claims of each
given year – to workers and their survivors, and to the health care system.
Person years are a calculated estimate of equivalent full-time workers in a given sector, where all
seasonal and part-time work is included and grouped into full-time equivalents. (One person year is
the equivalent of 52 weeks of paid employment, whether worked by one individual or several.)
Assessable payroll is the year’s total payroll, as declared by all the registered employers in each given
sector.
Employers registered with WorkSafeBC pay a regular premium for insurance services. This premium,
or base assessment rate, is expressed as a percentage of assessable payroll: a dollar figure per $100 of
assessable payroll costs for the year.

Year

Total Work
Days Lost

STD
Duration

Claim Costs
Paid

Person
Years

Assessable
Payroll

2000

44,859

60

$10,044,796

18,179

$430,194,225

2001

48.877

66

$8,787,591

18,439

$453,165,665

2002

47,741

66

$8,300,368

19,100

$473,852,232

2003

41,765

63

$7,882,141

19,622

$495,392,342

2004

41,428

65

$9,250,846

19,446

$509,533,478

2000-2004
total

224,670

-

$44,265,741

-

-

Average

44,934

64

$8,853,148

18,957

$472,427,588
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Appendix Seven:
FARSHA’s Logic Model
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Appendix Eight:
Regional Breakdown of Activities
This information is based on the combined activity reports submitted by the Senior Safety
Coordinator, Vineyards and Orchards Coordinator, and Regional Safety Coordinators for 2005. These
numbers do not include other activities of the two commodity-wide coordinators, which are recorded
separately (Appendix Five).
Region 6: Central Interior
Workplace consultations: 1
Trade shows and fairs: 7 (790 people)
Presentations: 11 (252 people)
Safety program introductions: 1
Workplace safety reviews: 1
Activities related to regulation changes: 7 (68 people)

Region 5: Cariboo
Workplace consultations: 28
Training: 18 courses (525 people)
Coordination of 2 others for an
unspecified number
Trade shows and fairs: 5
Presentations: 10 (412 people).
Safety program introductions: 16
Activities related to regulation
changes: 25 (267 people)

Region 7: Peace River
Workplace consultations: 11
Trade shows and fairs: 8 (155 people)
Presentations: 3 (73 people)
Activities related to regulation changes: 6

Region 3: OkanaganThompson-Nicola
Workplace consultations: 62
Training: 28 courses (629
people)
Articles: 3
Trade shows and fairs: 4 (268
people)
Presentations: 5 (143 people)
Safety program introductions:
11
Workplace safety reviews: 3
Activities related to regulation
changes: 57 (356 people)

Region 2: Vancouver Island
Workplace consultations: 46
Training: 37 courses (374 people)
Coordination of 3 other courses (22 people)
Trade shows and fairs: 7 (570 people)
Presentations: 19 (196 people)
Activities related to regulation changes: 40
(50 people)

Vineyards and Orchards
Activities related to
regulation changes: 9

Region 1: Fraser Valley
(Combined activities of RSC and Senior Safety Coordinator.)
Workplace consultations: 164
Training: 54 courses (454 people)
Pesticide Applicator Certificate training: 7 courses (to 52 people)
Coordination of 7 other courses (29 people)
Articles: 4
Trade shows and fairs: 7
Presentations: 25 (475 people)
Safety program introductions: 14
Workplace safety reviews: 8
Activities related to regulation changes: 65 (60 people)
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Region 4: Kootenays
Workplace consultations: 35
Training: 12 courses (137 people)
Trade shows and fairs: 5 (62 people)
Presentations: 8
Safety program introductions: 2
Workplace safety reviews: 2
Activities related to regulation changes: 13

Appendix Nine:
Resource Materials
Resource Use in 2005
Through the year, FARSHA staff filled requests for the following items (some were for loan, and
others for free distribution):
Videos:

28

Decals:

5200

Booklets:

11,691

Posters:

572

Training programs:

929 (with 878 Participant’s Handbooks)

Reference Materials:

120

Safety programs:

93
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Appendix Ten:
The Tractor Safety Campaign
These are the three ads that appeared in major agricultural magazines in the spring of 2005.
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Appendix Eleven:
Financial Statements
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